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The project ‘Music of Sounds’ is meant to be the �rst starting point when working with the 
EARS 2 website in a classroom. This teacher’s pack, as well as all following teacher’s packs, 
aims to suggest structured lessons plans, and outlines the learning outcomes and provides 
ideas for assessments.

The National Curriculum for England outlines three aims for Key Stage 3 Music Teaching. 
Each of the Units and additional learning activities has been related to these aims:

Introduction

Aim 1: 
“Perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of 
historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of 
the great composers and musicians.”

Aim 3: 
“Understand and explore how music is created, produced and 
communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions: 
pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and 
appropriate musical notation.”
(Source: Department for Education ‘Music Programme of Study: Key 
Stage 3’, available from: http://tinyurl.com/mlj6vmj [Accessed 
17/02/14])

Aim 2: 
“Learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music 
on their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical 
instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity 
to progress to the next level of musical excellence.”
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Summary
This project aims to open the doors to sound-based music. Here, very basic principles are 
explained, starting with why we cannot write sounds down in musical notation up to how 
to draw a sound and read graphical representations, such as waveforms and sonograms.

Assessment
For each unit within a project, the website o�ers multiple-choice quizzes to test the 
knowledge of the pupils and to allow them to progress. Wherever possible an alternative 
route of assessment following the framework Assessment for Learning is suggested. You are 
also welcome to use your own ideas for assessment.

Here, due to the fact of this project being only a very brief introduction, no further 
suggestions for assessment will be made except for a multiple-choice quiz that can be 
found online at the end of the third unit. However, key points from this project will be 
revisited (at a higher level) in each of the Beginner Projects where assessment ideas are 
suggested.
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Skills
In each teacher’s pack skills that can be learned from the individual projects will be listed 
under this heading.
Additional to the knowledge introduced within the project, pupils will acquire the following 
skills:

Music
Listening to sound and discussing 
musical elements.
Listening to pieces of sound-based 
music.

Listening
Listening to and investigation of sounds 
by drawing of sounds and matching 
drawings to sounds.

ICT 
Using the eLearning environment of 

Listening and responding to:
Sounds (accompanied by graphical 
representations)
Compositions provided in the project

Sharing and collaborating
Discussing di�erent sounds

Reflecting and articulating 
Re�ecting critically on compositions 
provided in this project
Re�ecting on their own opinion about 
speci�c sounds

Connecting and creating
Linking an audio experience to a visual 
representation
Creating a visual representation of a 
sound

Subject skills Generic skills
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Outline of the pack
Unit 1: Music Made of Sounds

This unit introduces the idea of making music with sounds 
explaining the di�erence between note-based music and 
sound-based music.

      Direct Link: 
https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/music-made-of-sounds

Here, a piece of sound-based music is introduced in what 
we call a guided listening process. While listening to the 
piece, listeners will be prompted to listen to sounds or 
events that are taking place in the piece.

      Direct Link: 
https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/deep-pockets

Unit 2: Guided Listening: 
“Deep Pockets

This unit shows di�erent ways to represent sounds 
graphically. Waveform, spectrogram and drawn sounds 
(graphical notation) are introduced and accompanied by 
activities for the pupils.

      Direct Link: 
https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/drawing-sounds

Unit 3: Drawing Sounds 
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In further projects options for cross-curricular teaching will be outlined. The suggested 
collaborations range from the art department to the science department. As this is an 
introductory project that purely aims at opening the door to the world of sound-based 
music, no cross-curricular teaching will be proposed at this stage.

Options for Cross-Curricular Teaching
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This unit introduces the idea of making 
music with sounds explaining the 
di�erence between note-based music 
and sound-based music.

Unit 1
Music Made of Sounds

        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/courses/learn/lessons/music-made-of-sounds

Summary

This unit o�ers an overview of the 
di�erences between note-based and 
sound-based music.  

Aim

After �nishing pupils will know the 
di�erences between sounds and notes 
and that sounds that are not intended to 
be traditional notes cannot be 
represented using musical notation.

Learning Outcomes

Check whether video/sound works on 
the interactive whiteboard and/or the 
pupils’ computers .

This activity links to the third aim of the 
National Curriculum for England to 
“understand and explore how music is 
created, produced and communicated, 
including through the inter-related 
dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture, structure and 
appropriate musical notation”. 
(Department for Education “Music 
Programme of Study: key stage 3”)

Preparation

Links to the
National Curriculum

Resources
Website

Loudspeakers

Time: 10 minutes

Prerequisites: None
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Introduction

1. Introduce the whole project to the class: we will look at music that is 
made of any sounds instead of just musical notes. We will call this 
sound-based music. Another term for it is electroacoustic music. 

Main

2. Following this, either show the video online or read the text on the 
website (the content of both is identical).

What is the di�erence between notes and sounds? 

(Possible Answer: notes are very pure tones, sounds are more 
complex; notes can be written down in musical notation and 
are often based on the chromatic scale and using standard 
durations; other sounds normally cannot be captured by this 
system.)

What does Toru Takemitsu mean when he says “Music is not 
merely notes on paper. It begins with an active listening to 
sound”. 

(Possible Answer: music can be found in all sounds around us. 
Each sound has a musical element to it and it is possible to 
combine them to make a piece of music. However, in order to 
discover musical elements in sounds, active listening to sounds 

?

?

Plenary

3. Discuss:
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An assessment in the form of a multiple-choice quiz is available online at the end of Unit 3 
Drawing Sounds.

Assessment

None; go straight into the next unit. 

When listening to sound-based music, we can listen in di�erent manners to these sounds. 
At times you listen to the sound’s origin (source) and what it is doing. At other times it is not 
important what the sound originally was as we try to focus on its musical properties (for 
example, pitch and rhythm).

Extended Learning Activity 

Have you come across situations when you have actively 
listened to sounds? 

(Possible Answers: Yes, waiting for a telephone call and 
announcement, the beginning of a piece of music etc…) 

Why are we listening attentively in this situation? 

[Possible Answer: We are waiting for information (telephone, 
announcement) or con�rmation (piece of music - CD player 
works).]

?

?

Time for
Reflection

Discuss: 

To start this activity, choose one of the listening exercises on the listening sheet, 
in particular the Ear Cleaning Exercise.

Teacher’s Tips
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Here, a piece of sound-based music is 
introduced in a guided listening process. 
While listening to the piece, listeners will 
be prompted to listen to certain sounds or 
events that go on in the piece.

Unit 2
Guided Listening: 
“Deep Pockets”
Summary

This unit aims to encourage the 
exploration of a piece of music with 
sounds in more detail.

Aim

This activity links to the third aim of the 
National Curriculum for England to 
“understand and explore how music is 
created, produced and communicated, 
including through the inter-related 
dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture, structure and 
appropriate musical notation”. 
(Department for Education “Music 
Programme of Study: key stage 3”)

Links to 
National Curriculum

          Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/deep-pockets

Check whether the sound works on the 
computer that you are going to use.

Preparation

Resources
Website

Computers

Loudspeakers

Time: 20 minutes

(Longer with extended learning 

activity)

Prerequisites: None

All pupils will have experienced a piece 
of music made of sounds.
Most pupils will be able to list di�erent 
sounds and to explain the general 
structure of the piece.
Some pupils will know more about the 
background of the composer and her 
intentions regarding the piece.

Learning Outcomes
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Step-by-Step Procedure

Introduction

1. Show the video of the piece to the whole class.

2. After having listened once, ask for the pupils’ reactions:

Main

After this you can follow two routes:

3a) Watch the video of the piece on the interactive whiteboard again. Stop 
whenever a question appears and discuss with the class.

3b) Let pupils watch the piece again individually on their computer (or in pairs - depending 
on availability). Ask them to write down brief, bullet-point answers for each question that 
appears in the video and discuss the answers with the whole group when �nished.

Plenary

4. Additionally to the questions asked in the guided listening video, you 
could also ask:

Have they heard anything like this before?

Does it remind them of anything?

Do they remember any of the questions?

?
?
?

How many sections does the piece have?

How do the sections di�er from each other?

Why is the piece called “Deep Pockets”?

?
?
?

The questions in the video are:

Do you recognise the sounds?

What was the drum-roll sound being used for?

What does the presence of the voices suggest to you?

?
?
?
?
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Rob Weale, a researcher at De Montfort University Leicester, UK, has interviewed Larisa 
Montanaro about her piece. Pupils could read this interview as homework or it would be a 
good task for gifted and talented pupils in order to learn more about the composer’s 
intention and the use of sounds within the piece.

Excerpt of the interview with Larisa Montanaro:

“The text that usually accompanies the work.

Larisa Montanaro: ‘Roll into your favorite bar, grab a pint of brew (don’t forget to 
throw some change into the tip jar), and shoot some pool. Slice the three into the 
side and put some backspin on the four – you’ve never heard the game sound like 
this before.’ (...)

List of sound source(s)/source material

Composer’s response:
Nearly all of the sounds were recorded at the pool table and in some cases, inside the 
pool table. I used a drum roll at the beginning and later in the piece I use some crowd 
noise from the bar where I recorded the pool table.

What were your intentions concerning this particular composition?

Larisa Montanaro: I wanted the listener to hear the game of pool in a new light. I 
wanted them to hear the inherently musical characteristics in these sounds – the 
percussive nature of the balls hitting and the sustained rolling sound. I include crowd 
noise because that is also part of the sound environment when playing a game of 
pool. Most pool tables are located in noisy bars and pool halls.

Extended Learning Activity 

5. If there is time left, you could read selected answers from the interview with the 
composer (printed in Extended Learning Activity) and discuss the responses with the class.

Discuss which other sounds would be good material for composing a 
piece of music. Time for

Reflection
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What methods are you using to communicate these intentions to the listener?

LM: Overall, I think I am relying on the recognisable aspects of the sounds to bring 
across its meaning, while the sonic manipulations comment on many of the sounds’ 
inherent characteristics.

Is there a narrative discourse involved?

LM: No.

Where did the inspiration to create this particular composition come from?

LM: I play pool often and I think the sounds created are just great, so while playing 

pool one night I decided to compose a ‘study’ so to speak. I made my �rst sketch on a 
bar napkin.

To what extent and how, did your initial intention change as the compositional process 
progressed?

LM: Initially I intended on being a purist and only using the sounds from the game 

itself.

What influenced these changes of intention?

LM: Once I began composing I decided that I wanted to portray the feeling of being 

in the bar playing pool because so much of the experience is your environment. For 
instance, the crowd generally appears with quite a bit of reverb because I wanted to 
give the feeling of being in a smoky bar with the sound �oating through the air like 
smoke.

Is it important to you that your composition is listened to with your intentions in mind and why?

LM: No. I’d like to hope that they would �gure out what it’s supposed to be about. (...)

Who is your intended audience for this composition?

LM: All audiences. I thought that by using a sound source that is familiar to a large 
group, that it might make the music more interesting to the general public.
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How is your compositional process influenced by the intended audience, if at all?

LM: I wanted to keep the sounds somewhat recognizable so that the audience could 
experience the process of hearing familiar sounds in a new light."

Weale, R. (2005) The Intention/Reception Project: Investigating the Relationship 
between Composer Intention and Listener Response in Electroacoustic 
Compositions. Unpublished thesis (PhD), De Montfort University Leicester., p. 

An assessment in the form of a multiple-choice quiz is available online at the end of Unit 3 
Drawing Sounds.

Assessment

Read the interview with the composer (see Extended Learning Activity), even if 
you decide not to use it. It o�ers some useful background information that 
could come in handy when questions arise in the classroom.

Teacher’s Tips
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This unit shows di�erent ways to 
represent sounds graphically. Waveform, 
spectrogram and drawn sounds 
(graphical notation) are introduced and 
accompanied by activities for the pupils.

Unit 3
Drawing Sounds
Summary

This unit aims to familiarise pupils with 
di�erent graphical representations of 
sounds. It will also encourage pupils to 
re�ect on their own graphical 
representations of sounds.

Aim

This activity links to the �rst and the third 
aim of the National Curriculum for 
England to “perform, listen to, review and 
evaluate music across a range of historical 
periods, genres, styles and traditions, 
including the works of the great 
composers and musicians”
and to
“understand and explore how music is 
created, produced and communicated, 
including through the inter-related 
dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture, structure and 
appropriate musical notation”. 
(Department for Education “Music 
Programme of Study: key stage 3”)

Links to 
National Curriculum

        Direct Link:

https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/lessons/drawing-sounds

Download sheets and sounds provided 
on the website.
Print sheets for the class

Preparation

Resources
Sheets “Match Sound and Images” 

and Draw the Sound”

Set of Sounds

Time: Variable, depending on how 

many sounds are used in the 

activities.

Prerequisites: None
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Work phase 1: Listening Challenge

Here the pupils need to listen to a number of sounds and look afterwards at 
drawings of the sound provided by the website.

Discuss brie�y: Were there any unexpected pictures? Would they have drawn 

the sounds di�erently?

Step-by-Step Procedure

Introduction

1. Together with the class read the �rst paragraph on the page and watch 
the video of the visualiser. 
Ask questions, such as:

Main

3. The next step is structured in three work phases lasting ca. 10 minutes 

each. Split the class into groups and let all group do the following activities 

at the same time:

2. Introduce the waveform and the sonogram with the help of the website.

?

Do you think the graphics of the visualiser match the sounds? Why? 

(Possible answer: the time relationship between graphic and sound: graphic 
changes at the same time as sound)

?

Work phase 2: Match Sounds and Images

Hand out the sheet “Match Sound and Images” for this activity and play the 
sounds from the front, so that everyone can hear them. Depending on the 
available time, you might want to focus on a few sounds only.

Discuss brie�y: Were there di�cult sounds and pictures or easy ones? Why were 
they di�cult or easy to match?

?
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Compare the �nished drawings of the activity “Draw the sound”.  How 
many di�erent approaches have pupils taken when drawing the same 
sound? What are the similarities and where are the di�erences? 

Time for
Reflection

Plenary

4. Discuss at the end of the lesson: 

Drawing sound is subjective, yet it is still possible to understand 
someone else’s drawing. Why?

What are the reasons for representing sounds graphically? 

(Possible answer: it can be easier to discuss a piece of 
sound-based music when there is a score.)

?

?

Work phase 3: Draw the sound

Hand out the sheet “Draw the Sound” and again, play the sounds from the front. 
Depending on the available time, you might want to focus on a few sounds only.

Discuss brie�y: what was di�cult/easy? Why? How many di�erent pictures did 
you choose for one sound? (See also time for re�ection)

?

An assessment in the form of a multiple-choice quiz is available online at the end of Unit 3 
Drawing Sounds.

Cut up the �nished “Draw the sound” sheets, organise the sounds into a new order and listen 
to them in the new order. This is a �rst step towards composing with sounds. 

Extended Learning Activity 

Assessment 
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The pupils will encounter sonograms and waveforms on the website frequently. 
While passive reading knowledge of this is su�cient for those two types, the 
pupils will be encouraged in many projects to use graphic scores. Hence, the 
more time spent on this now, the less time you will need to explain graphic 
scores to them during future projects.

Teacher’s Tips



To �nd out about pricing and purchasing visit: 
https://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk/

For more information about other packs: 
https://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/teacherspacks 

website: https://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk


